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Overview
Young Scot Hive brought together a group of 31 young people on Saturday 3rd 
October 2020 to begin co-designing what the Young People’s Guarantee “Journey 
Map” should be, ensuring it is inclusive by design, and focussing on how it will meet 
the needs of young people to ultimately help young people in Scotland get into work, 
further education, apprenticeships, training and volunteering opportunities.

The one day ‘Jam’ event was help on video 
conferencing tool Zoom and was held between 
10.30-15.30. 

Promotion and recruitment for the event was 
delivered through Young Scot channels: young.
scot, social media, across our networks and in 
partnership with organisations such as Intercultural 
Youth Scotland, The Prince’s Trust, Barnardos, 
Enable and a host of other organisations who  
share messages and supported young people  
to take part

Sandy Begbie CBE, who 
developed the Young Person’s 
Guarantee Implementation 
Plan, shared a welcome and 
introduction to the Guarantee, 
framing its purpose and the role 
they hope young people can  
take in developing it further. 

This session was facilitated by Young Scot’s YSHive 
team of expert Co-design professionals. The 
outcomes of this event will be fed into the wider 
development work around the Young Person’s 
Guarantee and also the the Young Person’s 
Guarantee Leadership Panel, delivered by  
Young Scot, when it is established.
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Digital Session Approach
Due to the restrictions in place during the time of the session, there were  
adjustments made to the Young Scot operating model and working practices.  
To ensure that delivery of engagement through co-design continued with minimal 
disruption, providing young people with opportunities to participate during this  
time, the session was delivered remotely using Zoom video conferencing and other 
digital communication tools, such as Menti, a digital questionnaire platform. Nine 
Young Scot staff members were involved in the delivery of the activities to ensure  
that the young people taking part were support and encouraged to share their 
insights and experiences. 

The model for delivery meant that the young 
people met virtually in a shared space as a full 
group but then completed each of the activities in 
small group “breakout spaces” led by Young Scot 
staff, with feedback after each activity with the  
full group. 

Additional support measures were offered to all  
of the participants in order to take part, as well as 
one other young person who was unable to attend 
responding to the activities remotely and sharing 
their thoughts and experiences, ensuring that  
the model was inclusive and accessible. 
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About the Participants
The opportunity to take part in the digital co-design session to engage young people 
was shared through our #YSHive landing page, social media and through our local 
and national partner networks, including key partners selected to insure inclusive 
engagement. This was also shared with all of our current Young Scot volunteers. 

 

The age ranged spanned from 16 to  
25 years old. 

 The majority of the participants (54%) 
identified as female

 29% identifying as male

 3% as non-binary

 3% prefer not to say

 The remainder didn’t answer. 

10 responses declared they had health 
conditions which have lasted, or are 
expected  
to last, at least 12 months, including: 

 Mobility

 Learning

 understanding or concentrating

 mental health conditions

 social or behavioural impairment  
and others. 

When asked about the ethnic group they  
identify as: 

 the majority of participants a 61% 
identified as White Scottish/White British

 26% identifying as BAME

 The remainder didn’t answer. 

Other information:

 45% reside in the lower two quintiles 
(SIMD) locations

 6% of participants identified as having 
experience of being in care

 13% as young carers

 29% identified as LGBT. 

When asked what activity best describes 
their current education or employment 
status, 

 39% were currently in school, 

 10% in college 

 19% at university

 6% of participants were currently 
volunteering or interning

 16% were in part/full time employment

 3% not in employment, education or 
training.

 7% either did not answer or said prefer 
not to say.

Demographics

Before delving into the topic area, the participants 
were asked to take part in an optional Menti 
survey to help to capture equality and diversity 
information for the participants, as well as a 
question about their awareness of the Guarantee. 

Responses were anonymous.

31 attended the session virtually, and all  
young people took part in the Menti session.
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Activity Insights - Scoping 
Recognising that young people’s experiences of employment and opportunities do 
not sit in isolation but are impacted by all areas of young people’s lives, these initial 
activities focused on gathering broad insight from the young people’s point of view,  
to identify what priorities they were coming to the Jam with. 

We first asked the volunteers, “Did you know about 
the Young People’s Guarantee before this event?”.  
61% said no, 16% said yes and 23% did not know/
didn’t answer.

The young people were then asked ‘What issues 
matter most to them in 2020?’ collected with the 
option of up to five individual contributions. The 
issues most mentioned include: Gender equality, 
mental health, poverty and unemployment. This  
is the word cloud shows the full responses.

The first main collaborative activity focused on a 
‘Braindump’ of information based on the young 
people’s priorities. 

We asked them to share their thoughts, 
reflections, opinions and questions with 
prompts from staff including:

 Jobs and apprenticeships 

 Further / higher education

 Looking for work

 Career progression 

 Volunteering  

 Training  
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Commitments and Contracts

 Can you make a job work alongside other 
commitments?

 Only can find zero-hours contracts – 
hard to know where you stand/what is 
happening.

 You get paid less if you are under 21. 
Lower again is you are under 18.

Experience

 Experience is still key – but how can you 
get this? Looking for jobs can be lonely 
and hard. 

 Most employers value work experience 
over grades and volunteering.

 It is so hard to get work experience at 
the moment and most employers value 
work experience over grades

 People end up over qualified for jobs  
they are applying for

 Entry level jobs seem scarcer, and more 
competitive

 Drivers licences needs for jobs that you 
don’t need a licence for

 There should be training at school that’s 
useful for any type of employment

Awareness of Opportunities

 Not enough info on what volunteering 
they can do – trying to local. Good to 
signposting depending on what route. 
Each teacher knew about the routes.  

 Differently by each employer or individual 
if they are not clear. Self-employment/
business isn’t often explored as an option 
for young people.

 Self-employment/businesses unexplored 
in secondary school

 Not very well advertised – how do we  
find out more about the Guarantee?

We asked them to consider those who are more at risk of experiencing barriers due to their  
personal circumstances. Some of the emerging topics and questions included:
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 I am a wheelchair user, with restricted 
limb control so some jobs can be very 
hard for me to do. There are also 
negative perceptions on what I can/can’t 
do because of this. I often have to correct 
these and challenge misconceptions 
before I could think about getting the job. 

 Websites maybe not accessible – need to 
be captioned, provide audio descriptions, 
provide voice over etc – this doesn’t often 
happen. We need to know that the YPG 
will be accessible for ALL young people.

 Stigma of under 18s/under 21s in jobs – 
especially hospitality

 Island life is a challenge – what local 
opportunities are there? Will young 
people have to travel to opportunities 
on the mainland or will they be available 
locally? How will organisations support 
our needs? 

 Lack of support and fewer opportunities 
in rural areas – and poor transport

 Volunteer opportunities always go to 
those who volunteers – almost like a 
volunteer circle. Would be good to see 
this more open to new volunteers gaining 
opportunities

 Had different jobs since 16 – support 
from The Princes Trust – great help

 Interviews -   no name and personal 
details to prevent discrimination

 Should be an easy to understand 
application process - not be too confusing 
or scary

Sector Challenges

 Lack of apprenticeship opportunities in 
certain sectors. 

 Hospitality sector has been hard hit by 
COVID

 Young people could benefit from training 
on how to get into hospitality industry

 There is still a lot of focus on college and 
university/schools have a prime focus on 
Highers and university

 Stigma around college

 How can you get into higher education? 
The way pupils are assessed throughout 
the year…process this year has been 
horrible for lots of students.

After feedback, we asked the participants to 
vote live using Menti to define from their point 
of view, on the top priorities for the Young 
Person’s Guarantee. The top-rated 
priority voted on by the participants was jobs 
for those currently unemployed. The other 
options were fairly evenly weighted.

Access and Inclusion
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Activity Insights -  
Awareness and Access
After their broad conversation about the issues the Young Person’s Guarantee looks 
to address, the participants began to explore the journey through a Young Person’s 
Guarantee opportunity in more detail, beginning with the first steps of the journey 
focused on Awareness and Access.

At the request of the Scottish Government, the 
small breakout groups were asked to consider 
their initial thoughts on the name “Young Person’s 
Guarantee”.

Feedback included:

 The name makes logical sense, but  
‘Young People’s’ makes it feel broader. 

 Is it actually Guaranteed for all young 
people? Is anything a guarantee? 

 Only a Guarantee if it works. 

 Short and snappy enough.

 Prefer ‘young person’ over youth –  
sounds more professional. Youth can  
have a negative connotation.

The small groups then created a ‘Radar’ of how 
they currently access information about careers/
education/opportunities etc. We requested that 
they consider online and offline places, thinking 
about other young people who have less access to 
digital, the areas or communities they felt would 
feel the biggest impacts and explored what the 
implications might look like. This included both the 
nature of work and how this might affect young 
people specifically, as well as the socio-economic 
impact on inequality.
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A variety of information sources were identified:

 Careers advisor

- Appointments with advisors once or 
twice a year which isn’t really much help. 
Haven’t been given much information on 
what is available, so the rest is kind of 
left to us

- They can be judgemental based on  
your grades

- Is there Public Careers Advisors for young 
people, not in school?

 School 

- Our school has lots of meetings about 
options - this is helpful.

- Information can be shared on  
Microsoft Teams

 

 Digital

- Lack of resources or knowledge about 
digital can be a barrier (digital literacy) 
everything seems to be online but what 
about those who can’t access it? 

- Internet google job searches, Job Centre

- Linkedin isn’t very useful

- Suggestion to use planitplus- website 
where you can write your cv, show  
skills and qualities – search for  
potential job opportunities

- Social media – advertisements on apps 
that young people may use 

 Face to Face

- Need to ask family members to  
support/where to look 

- Face to face maybe not possible 
because of COVID-19 – this can be 
hard for some people and lots of 
things have been cancelled

- Rural access to broader opportunities

 Organisations

- Skills Development Scotland/ 
My World of Work

- Volunteering support workers

- Career fairs

- UCAS

- Talking to employers can be really 
useful to get information and  
advice from

 Networks

- Useful connections to you for 
experience, knowledge etc. 

- DYW bulletin – apprenticeships in the 
area, opportunities related to work

- Trial days – before you sign-up can 
you find out more about what it will
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We used the young people’s verbal feedback from each of the breakout groups to quickly compile a rate/vote 
activity on Menti. The vote shared a fairly level weighting across the information sources:

We also asked the young people where information about the Young Person’s Guarantee should be shared, 
based on the sources they identified. They again voted fairly equally across these:
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The small breakout groups then began to journey map access and application processes based on  
what they would expect to do as part of this process, barriers or concerns they would have and  
examples of good practice. 

Their responses include:

 Finding out how to access Young 
Person’s Guarantee

- It’s sometimes about who you know, 
not what you know when it comes to 
accessing opportunities

- Every opportunity in one space 
online would make it easier to locate 
opportunities

- There should be equal opportunity to 
access opportunities.

- Would be useful for young people to 
identify their top three interest areas/
top three opportunity activities they 
would like to take up

 What application/sign up may involve 

- Make the format of applications 
simple, standardised and have preset 
determinates so there is a clear 
expectation

- Application process needs to be 
multi-format – digital, physical, video 
applications. Accessibility is important

- If you don’t have work experience, 
how are you meant to show your 
strengths? Provide alternative 
options/suggestions to evidence skills 
and strengths

 What information is needed to make an 
informed decision

- Clear expectations and procedures 
around recruitment  

- Outline of the role should be easily 
understood

- Clear salary (if a job), or expenses  
(if volunteering) and type of contract/
commitment

- Access to equipment and support

 What support would you need to apply/
sign up 

- Should mirror process of applying for 
a ‘real’ job, but with help along  
the way

- Financial support for interviews

- When nervous I can struggle to speak 
– the process needs to help people 
stay calm to help young people sell 
themselves

- Support around self-esteem 

- Practise questions to prepare  
for interviews 

 What happens after submission 

- If unsuccessful, how can young 
people improve without feedback? 
Feedback to young people should  
be a commitment.

- Responses should be made in a 
set time so you aren’t just waiting 
indefinitely – how long will this be? 

- While you wait, what other learning/
development opportunities are there 
for you? Online learning, personal 
skills development, recommendations 
on other opportunities? 

- Covering/subsidising cost on some 
form of travel – help make it more 
accessible – maybe a bus pass – 
alleviates the pressure for the future. 
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Based on their discussions, we asked them to 
feedback and then using a live vote on Menti 
helped them determine the biggest barriers  
they face to accessing an opportunity. 

The biggest barrier they identified was not having 
enough experience/skills and qualifications,  
inequality and confidence.
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Activity Insights -  
Stepping Stones 
After exploring the main barriers, the groups worked to build a set of ‘Stepping Stone 
Principles’ to challenge these barriers and guide an opportunity provider on key 
considerations to take on through the Young Person’s Guarantee to help young people 
reach their goals. They also discussed the worries, challenges, barriers, fears that 
may cause a negative ‘Ripple Effect’. 

 I feel that I’m not good enough for  
the job

 If it’s a first job I might feel overwhelmed, 
take it slow and work on my confidence

 If it is your first job, not to overwhelm you 
– give option to slow things down – help 
you work on your confidence 

 Treat me with respect 

 Work to find out how best to support me – 
what boundaries are needed, what will help 
me flourish, how can the opportunity be 
tailored to my strengths 

 Help me work out if this is the right role  
for me

 I have a disability, how can the employer 
better understand my needs/what to do/
what not to do?

 Help me get comfortable with new people 
and new place, allocate staff to help me  
fit in, settle and get involved 

 What’s next? I don’t want to be in a loop of 
applying for job, get job, job ends…apply 
for job, get job…etc. – progression  
is important. 

 I need support around mental health and 
emotional wellbeing 

 School is pushing me in one direction – 
university

 Young people not wanting to spread 
themselves too thin between this and other 
commitments 

 If a few individuals have a negative 
experience with a provider then this could 
impact the entire Guarantee programme 

 I need development of life skills (banking, 
bills etc.)

 Unpaid internships – not everyone can 
afford to do that

 Will the workplace be youth friendly and 
welcoming?

The Ripple Effect across the groups have been collated with repeated points removed:
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 It may not work for every young person, 
but there should be dedication to 
improvement and learning after each 
opportunity

 Giving/sharing power or development of 
this quality from the beginning 

 Sense of independence and accessible, 
equal opportunities for the future 

 Acceptance of individual needs but 
continued, tailored personal development to 
enhance my transferable skills and qualities

 Providing accessible, equal opportunities

 Tailored experience to my interested and 
ambitions

 Equal pay for everyone - respectful pay for 
the job not based on age 

 Funding and training available during 
apprenticeships

 Taster session and workshops on careers 
including Mock Interviews

 Challenge stigma about alternative routes 
to positive destinations

 Challenge limitations based on equalities 
and diversity not being up to scratch.

 Challenge racism

 Flexibility of volunteer and working hours 
around other life commitments

 Create a mentor scheme between young 
person and employer

 Transparency – should reflect honest and 
open values and give young people a space 
to be honest about their own skills and 
abilities 

 Willingness and Structure – These things 
and attitudes of the providers are more 
important than the tools necessarily  

 Open up new pathways, not just one route

 Provides transferrable skills

 A Guarantee advisor that is impartial from 
the providers and can see how it’s going for 
the young person. This means  
if an issue arise it can solve before it  
gets serious.

Based on their discussions, we asked them, via a Menti vote, to identify the priority stepping stones shared 
through their initial feedback. Each young person could vote for their top three ideas. The dots represent the 
number of votes received.

The top priorities were identified as:

The Stepping Stones across the groups have been collated with repeated points removed:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Provide a 1:1 key worker/mentor /advocate/buddy

Pay Living Wage

Provide basic training and skills development

Provider working with you to understand  

Mental health support  
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Activity Insights  
- Exiting the Guarantee
From the previous activities, each group of young people explored an Empathy Map 
to understand what a Young People’s Guarantee leaver may experience including 
thinking/feeling, fears, hopes and where are they going next. We also explored what 
‘success’ of the Guarantee might look like/ look like. 

The main feedback from this discussion included 
how to maintain a sense of self and identity, but 
having a much clearer pathway to their ambitions 
after an opportunity. This may include being 
able to afford to live, to expand their ambitions, 
recognise small and large achievements, be a 
change maker within the organisation they have 
had the opportunity with. Overall, they felt any 
opportunity would provide a fresh perspective 
and motivation, with learning in ‘failures’ and that 
evidencing personal growth is vital. 

However, they were concerned that they would 
potentially lose the positive impact if they didn’t 
have another positive opportunity to step up to: 
“no young people dumped on the pile again!”.  
This opportunity should help them build on what 
they have learned, support them to be accountable 
(including a follow up mentor once the opportunity 
had ended) and access to broader networks to 
support them to take their own path. Based on 
their discussions, we asked them to feedback on 
Menti to vote on what success would be for them 
after an opportunity. 
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Activity Insights  
- Leadership Panel 
The group explored their thoughts and questions about an opportunity to be involved 
in the Young Person’s Guarantee Leadership Panel. These are the questions and 
discussion points that they raised. Young Scot will take all of these into account  
in the recruitment and delivery of the Panel.

What do you think of the Young Person’s 
Guarantee Leadership Panel?
  

 What format will the application be 
in? Can we apply by video? Accessible 
formats needed. 

 Will it be open to young people who have 
already volunteered? 

 Can young people be involved in selecting 
who makes it on to the panel? 

 Should be a diverse age range and 
experience

 Central place for communication to keep 
the group accountable

 Setting clear rules and process for 
decisions

 It’s a good idea, need to make sure it’s 
meaningful and not just tokenistic 

 Keep to the true nature of why it’s  
happening – don’t lose sight of that  

How should this panel influence the wider 
Guarantee Leadership Group? 
 

 Young people should be able to identify 
the work they want to focus on – not 
just SG telling the young people who to 
consider.  

 Other young people need to feed in – 
beyond the 25 young people on the panel.  

 Should be at forefront of decision making 
as it is happening to them.  

 Previous experience of a similar initiative 
and sat down with MP’s to discuss ideas 
and none of it got taken on board which 
was disappointing, how will this work?

How could this Guarantee Leadership Group 
keep up to date with how things are changing 
for young people?  

 Young people should be at the Governance 
table with direct communication– not just 
Young Scot 

 Should be there for the setup, creation and 
implementation

 Other young people could share experience 
and success back with the panel

How could young people keep the Guarantee 
Leadership Group accountable?  

 Strong communication is key 

 Young people need to be involved in the 
processes, not just informed about decisions, 
need to be included in all aspects 
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Mapping the Young Person’s 
Journey with Young Black and 
Young People of Colour in Scotland
Intercultural Youth Scotland (IYS) were invited to contribute from their expertise 
knowledge in implementing the Young Person’s Guarantee (YPG). In order to enable 
the effective contribution of young Black and young People of Colour to mapping the 
Young Person’s Journey it was critical for IYS to conduct its own consultation. This 
consultation was conducted in a culturally appropriate safe space environment where 
intersectional young people who face structural racism were able to speak with trust 
and confidence about their experiences, expectations and needs from the YPG. The 
following is a short summary of a report submitted to the Scottish Government.

IYS staff adapted the mapping consultation 
undertaken by Young Scot and delivered in in a 
culturally appropriate way and in a safe space 
environment attended only by Black and People 
of Colour. A 3 hour consultation session was 
undertaken on 5.10.2020 and supplemented with 
short interviews on 6.10.2020 with an overall of 
10 Black and People of colour. The young people’s 
age ranged from 17 to 23, with 6 identifying as 
she/her and 4 as he/him.

The Mapping
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Key issues identified and recommendations

 Based on current and past experiences 
in education and employment, the young 
people expressed significant worries of 
encountering racism during the YPG, 
which is also detrimental for their mental 
health. They asked that YPG partners 
commit to undertaking anti-racist 
training.

 They were apprehensive of being the only 
person of colour and thus lacking support 
from colleagues and management. 
Thus, diversity should be an important 
commitment made by the YPG.

 Gender discrimination was another 
serious concern, which YPG partners 
should commit to eliminating.

 Other barriers identified included: age; 
lack of experience; zero-hour contracts; 
English as a second language; lack of 
confidence; not being paid for all the 
hours they actually worked; lack of 
fit with other commitments; and not 
showing understanding of mental  
health needs.

 The young people showed resilience 
in facing these various barriers, either 
because of financial need or because  
they were determined to achieve their 
desired career path.

 Their parents are not always aware of 
opportunities available to them and 
are not able to offer them support and 
advice in seeking further education and 
employment.

 Cultural expectations regarding 
employment and gender roles served  
as another obstacle to overcome.

 They were dissatisfied with career 
counselling and wished counsellors would 
get to know them better. Most preferred 
to hear about opportunities through IYS 
because they relate to its young staff and 
feel empowered through the organisation.

 With regards to the YPG application 
process, the young people were 
apprehensive about applying to an  
all-white environment and worried that 
they would be selected to meet  
a diversity target.

 They worried they would be discriminated 
against in the application process for not 
having a Scottish name or accent. The 
application process should therefore be  
as accessible and easy as possible.
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Feedback and Evaluation 
Following the small group activities, the young people were asked to complete an 
evaluation of the session to capture what worked in this style of engagement,  
what could be improved and their aspirations for next steps. 

29 participants answered the evaluation questions. 
When asked if they had enjoyed the session on 
a scale of zero to ten, with ten being absolutely 
yes and zero representing definitely not, they 
responded with an average of 8.7 out of 10. They 
were then asked if they felt the session was useful 
on the same scale with an average of 8.1 out 
of 10. When asked if they felt the session was 
relevant to them, there was an average of 8.4  
out of 10. 

The young people were asked if they would like to 
take part in more Co-design sessions like this one. 
15 out of 29 respondents said, “definitely yes”, 
while 10 said that any future attendance would 
depend on the topic area. 

When asked, has your awareness of the Young 
Person’s Guarantee improved? 26 responded yes, 
2 no and 1 don’t know. We also asked if the Young 
Person’s Guarantee would be something they 
would like to access. 25 said yes, 1 said no and 
3 said don’t know. 22 declared their interested 
to apply to be on the Young Person’s Guarantee 
Leadership Panel.

The majority of the young people 
highlighted that they would like 
to see the Scottish Government 
actively listening to their 
feedback and taking action from 
what they have shared, as well 
as receiving feedback on how 
their input has affected  
changes going forward.
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Contact
For more information about any aspect of the work detailed in the report, please contact:

Allan Lindsay
Participation and Co-design Director
E: allanl@young.scot | T: 0131 313 2488

Lisa Murphy
Service Design Quality Assurance Manager 
E: lisam@young.scot | T: 0131 313 2488

Young Scot Enterprise is a Scottish registered charity (SC029757) and is a company 
limited by guarantee (202687) with its registered office at:

Rosebery House,  
9 Haymarket Terrace,  
Edinburgh, EH12 5EZ

Get in touch

youngscot.net
0131 313 2488
info@young.scot

youngscot@young.scot @youngscot youngscotsnapsfacebook/
youngscot

We are happy to consider requests for this document in other languages


